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The tiny buds give a look
Were almost dead so long;
The gentle wind flows
Were silenced as ice in the seas;
The vast blue smiles
Were gloomed as black clouds so long;
The sun sparkles of gold
Were dimmed as fogs in the air;
The moon sheds hundred smiles
Were sad as motherless child;
The birds chirping all around
Were ignored to word so long;
The nature feels full spry
Were withered as dropping trees;
The people raises their head
Were concealed as the rain in cloud’s lap;
The land becomes consecrate
Were bloody of riots so long.

About Swami Girijatmananda:
He is a social reformer from his daybreak. This evangelist has founded a lot of missions. Amongst them GANGURIA SRI SRISARADA TIRTHAM is referred. He is the incarnation of God. He sacrificed his whole life for others not self interest. He taught the pupils English and Bengali literature. The village Ganguria was full of darkness, but while Swamiji came to here, he
ignited the lamp of knowledge. Where to donate 100 rupees for the beggars a man thinks hundred times, there a Swamiji has sacrificed his whole life for welfare. This hard task comes to possible when the shower of blessings appear upon. And Swamiji is the bearer of that blessings. He used to tell us that “Nothing is impossible while the seed of humanism is being sprouted” to others. I dedicate this poem to the God SWAMI GRIJATMANANDA MAHARAJ.
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Of the lords Krishna, Balaram and Subhadra

The chariot
Of happiness
Pulling on the roads.
It is a journey towards grace of God,
One who’ll bear the Chariot get the abounding grace.
But who pulls the Chariot?
Pilgrims think ‘ we are the bearer of Gods
As we pull the rope’.
Chariot thinks ‘ I am
As I carry the Gods’.
Rope thinks ‘ I am
As I knot the Chariot’.
Road thinks ‘ I am
As the Chariot rolling on my chest’.
But the Omnipotent laughs at them
And wait for the winner of their game.